The concept of fusing rules for defects in the a (1) r affine Toda field theories is introduced in the classical and quantum contexts. This idea is employed in finding a new transmission matrix for the a (1) 3 theory which obeys the triangle relations and the crossing-unitarity relations.
Introduction
Affine Toda field theory (ATFT) is a subject which has a long history [1, 2, 3, 4] but continues to be of interest today with much of the current interest stemming from the discovery of integrable defects. Defects were initially discovered in the a 1 (sine-Gordon) model [5, 6] and it is this model has dominated the literature on affine Toda defects [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Defects have also been found in the other a (1) r models [14] (and those ATFTs that can be found by folding a (1) r [15, 16] ) but the situation there is much less complete, while for the other simply laced theories there aren't even any known integrable defects. The eventual goal of this line of enquiry is to find and investigate the properties of all of the possible affine Toda defects.
Fusing rules (or fusion rules) allow the properties of all of the fundamental particles of the theory to be determined in terms of a minimal set of 'basic' particles. In ATFT fusing rules have long been known for the fundamental excitations [17, 18, 19] and also for the solitons [20, 21, 22] . In finding the soliton scattering matrices (S-matrices) or the transmission matrices for solitons through defects (T -matrices) one typically only needs to consider what happens to the basic solitons, as the rest follows by the fusing rules.
There are reasons to treat defects as being particles on an equal footing with solitons. One reason is that defects possess their own energy and momentum [23] ; while another reason is that S-matrices have been found embedded in T -matrices [11, 24] , suggesting that certain defect configurations can mimic solitons. By treating defects as particles there ought to exist defect fusing rules, something not previously considered in the literature, which would go a long way to systematising the study of defects in ATFT. Although a 1 does not possess fusing rules; the other a (1) r theories do, so provide a suitable arena for the study of defect fusing.
In this paper the idea of defect fusing rules in a (1) r is introduced with the premise that a (1) r possesses r species of fundamental defect in analogy to how it possesses r species of fundamental soliton. In fact, there are remarkable similarities between soliton and defect fusing rules so analogy to soliton fusing is made throughout. The idea is explained at the classical and quantum levels before it is applied to find a new transmission matrix for a (1) 3 -the lowest rank ATFT for which there should be a new fundamental defect not previously considered in [25, 23] . This paper does not solve the general a (1) r defect fusing equation (3.8) , but finding the general solution for the defect fusing couplings would allow for the systematic study of a (1) r defects.
In order to set notation, a short summary of the the relevant concepts in ATFT with defects is given below.
A 1+1 dimensional affine Toda field theory can be associated to each affine Dynkin diagram [4] . The bulk 1 ATFT Lagrangian is
with potential
In (1.1) and (1.2) the field u is an r component vector living in the root space in question with {α i } the positive simple roots and α 0 = − r j=1 n j α j the lowest root in the root space. By convention, n 0 = 0, so the other marks {n i } are a characteristic of the underlying algebra. For a (1) r the marks are n i = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , r. The parameter m sets a mass scale, while β is the coupling constant. When considering solitons, as is the case here, the coupling constant β is usually taken to be imaginary [26, 27] .
Bowcock, Corrigan and Zambon, having first found a Lagrangian for a sine-Gordon defect [6] , were able to generalise and find the type I defect for a
3) describes a defect located at x = 0, where B and A = 1 − B are constant matrices, while L u and L v are bulk a
r Lagrangians of the form (1.1) for the fields u and v respectively. The defect potential is given by
where the parameter η is identified as the 'rapidity' of the defect. The parameter η does transform as a rapidity under Lorentz boosts [7] , however, a non-zero rapidity does not preclude the defect from being stationary. It is clear then, that along with η, the defect is fully specified by the constant matrix B, which has two relevant solutions for r ≥ 2
where {λ i } are the fundamental highest weights of a (1) r which satisfy λ i ·α j = δ ij for i, j = 1, . . . , r and λ 0 = 0. The identification made in this paper is that (1.5) specifies a species 1 defect while (1.6) specifies a species r defect. The type II defects of Corrigan and Zambon [24] are then considered to be composite defects, consisting of a species 1 and a species r defect combined 2 and given the same rapidity -this explains the foldability of such defects [16] as it is analogous to how the solitons of the folded theory arise.
The classical solitons of a (1) r can be described in terms of Hirota tau functions [26] and the effect of left-to-right transmission through a defect was considered in [14, 25] . For a species p soliton 3 passing through a species 1 defect the tau functions of v pick up a delay factor of
where θ is the rapidity of the soliton and ω = e 2πi h , h = r + 1 being the Coxeter number of a (1) 3 .
The quantum solitons can be viewed as operators in the Faddeev-Zamolodchikov algebra [28] . A species p soliton with topological charge labelled by i and rapidity θ has the operator denoted by p A i (θ). Defects can viewed in a similar manner [25] , so a species q defect with topological charge α and rapidity η is denoted by q D α (η). Thus, the transmission process has the algebra
and the transmission is specified by the T -matrix p q T nλ iα (θ − η). Note that, as expected [29] , reflection is absent from this process.
Section 2 explains the classical fusing process for solitons before treating the defects analogously. The key quantity is the delay factor picked up by the soliton being transmitted through the defect. Section 3 outlines the quantum fusing rules for solitons and postulates the analogous fusing rules for defects. Section 4 uses the quantum fusing rules to help find a new transmission matrix in a (1) 3 . The conclusions and outlook can be found in section 5. Calculations for finding the transmission matrix of section 4 can be found in the appendices.
Classical fusing rules
In this section a description of the classical solitons of a (1) r and their fusing rules is given. This is applied to the transmission of solitons through defects giving the delay factors -these delay factors conveniently illustrate both soliton and defect fusing rules.
Classical solitons and transmission
Using Hirota tau functions [30] a classical description of the a (1) r solitons can be found [26] . For a (1) r soliton solutions the field takes the form
with {τ j } the Hirota tau functions. There are r species of fundamental soliton in a
r , with the species p single soliton given by
where ω = e 2πi h , as it is in (1.7), and the spacetime dependence of the soliton is encapsulated in
In (2.3), a p = m p cosh θ and b p = m p sinh θ where m p = 2m sin πp h and θ is the rapidity of the soliton. The mass of the soliton is given by M p = 2h |β 2 | m p . The real part of c p relates to the centre of mass of the soliton while the imaginary part relates to the topological charge. The possible topological charges of the soliton lie within the weight space of the p-th fundamental representation of a r , but in many cases not all of the weights correspond to soliton charges at the classical level [31] .
A two soliton solution, say a species p 1 soliton and a species p 2 soliton, is given by the tau functions [26] 
which has an interaction parameter
The tau functions (2.4) can, in the correct circumstances, describe a single soliton of species 4 , which occurs when the constituent solitons are placed at the same location with a rapidity difference of
, i.e., i times the fusing angle [21] . Under such circumstances the interaction parameter (2.5) has a pole, so by shifting E → EA it can be seen that (2.4) reduces to (2.2) with species p 3 [22] . Note that the fusing process described here can violate topological charge conservation [31] .
Consider now the species 1 defect with Lagrangian given by (1.3) and B given by (1.5). The Euler-Langrange equations at the defect (x = 0) give
Using (2.6) it can be shown that a single soliton of species p moving through the defect is transmitted but picks up the delay factor (1.7), so
Now consider the case where the soliton is a species 2 soliton, which can also be viewed as a twosoliton solution involving two species 1 solitons at the same location with rapidities θ 1 = θ + iπ h and θ 2 = θ − iπ h . Since the individual solitons are delayed independently by the defect it must be the case that
so the soliton fusing rules are clearly seen in the delay factors.
Defect fusing rules
It is supposed here that defects possess fusing rules which are akin to those of solitons. In particular a species 2 defect should arise when species 1 defects are combined with a rapidity difference of i times the fusing angle,
In a vacuum configuration, with u and v in the same representation, the species 1 defect (and the species r defect) possesses an energy and a momentum given by (E, P ) = ( 2hm β 2 cosh η, − 2hm β 2 sinh η) suggesting a mass of
If p3 = 0 then it is the trivial solution.
Thus, taking η 1 = η − iπ h and η 2 = η + iπ h the species 2 soliton will have a mass of
so it is notable that the mass ratios of the defects are the same as those of the solitons and of the elementary excitations:
It is clear that a single soliton is delayed independently by different defects so the delay factor through a species 2 defect must be
and so z 1 2 clearly matches z 2 1 as given in (2.8). In general a species q 1 and a species q 2 defect can fuse to form a species q 3 (mod h) defect with delay factor
The idea of an anti-defect can be introduced in analogy to how antisolitons are related to solitons. An anti-defect and a defect give the reciprocal delay factors and should annihilate when combined. It is evident from the fusing rules that the anti-defect of a species q defect with rapidity η is a species h − q defect with rapidity θ ± iπ.
Note also that:
• The Lagrangian of a species 2 defect is expected to arise by taking the Lagrangian for two species 1 defects and combining the defects. The species 2 defect Lagrangian is then generally of type II form, in that it possesses an auxiliary field. The exception to this is in a
2 where the species 2 defect is known to have a type I Lagrangian -this can be recovered from the type II description with a particular identification of the auxiliary field.
• In a (1) 3 the species 2 defect gives the same delay factor to the species 1 soliton as it does to the species 3 soliton. This is analogous to how the species 2 soliton delays the other solitons.
Quantum fusing rules
In this section a description is given of the a (1) r solitons in the quantum context along with their fusing rules. Defect fusing rules are then described in an analogous way.
Quantum solitons and transmission
The scattering of solitons in a (1) r can be conveniently framed in terms of the Faddeev-Zamolodchikov algebra [33, 28] . There are r possible species of single soliton, with a species p soliton possessing as its topological charge one of the weights of the p-th fundamental representation of a r . In this section it is assumed that all of the weights of the representation appear as topological charges in the quantum theory. That this does not match up with the classical theory, where not all weights are charges, has long been known [20] and remains an unresolved issue.
One can represent a species p soliton possessing rapidity θ and topological charge label i as an operator p A i (θ); then the algebra describing the scattering of two solitons is
, by the Smatrix. The S-matrices for the a
r solitons were originally postulated by Hollowood [20] .
The fusing rules for the solitons can be seen in this algebra. In particular, the operator for a species 2 soliton may be written in terms of species 1 operators [25]
where c (jk) are the fusing couplings of the theory for this process. Similarly a species p 1 and a species p 2 soliton can combine to form a species
where the couplings involved {c (jk) } depend on the species of solitons being fused.
By making use of (3.3) and (3.1) the different scattering matrices can be found in terms of the S-matrices for species 1 solitons.
Defects may also be factored into the Faddeev-Zamolodchikov algebra by introducing a defect operator [25] . A defect of species q and rapidity η carrying a topological charge of α has the operator q D α (η), so the left-to-right transmission of a species p soliton (R(θ) > 0) through such a defect has the algebra
which is where the soliton is to the left of the defect, is related to the out state, D λ (η) p A n (θ), by means of the T -matrix. The defects considered in this paper are considered to be in their 'ground state', meaning that they are stable and do not change the species of the transmitted soliton; as such, the possible topological charges of the defects, for every species of defect, lie in the root lattice of the a
r theory under consideration. Only for species 1 and species r defects have any of these T -matrices appeared in the literature [25, 23] .
Using (3.2) one can find the transmission matrix for a species 2 soliton from that of a species 1 soliton in a simple manner
with no sum implied.
Quantum defect fusing rules
It is proposed now that the operator for a species 2 defect can similarly be written in terms of the operators for species 1 defects, i.e.,
where {d β,γ } are the defect fusing couplings. As in section 2, the fusing angles for defects have been taken to be the same as the fusing angles in the analogous soliton fusing process. By using the defect fusing equation (3.6) with (3.4) the transmission matrix for a soliton through a species 2 defect can be written in terms of the transmission matrices through species 1 defects as
where β + γ = α and δ + = λ. This equation could be significant in the discovery of new transmission matrices, but has limited use in generating new solutions until the ratios of the defect fusing couplings are known. However, since the transmission matrices for solitons through species 1 defects are known [23] , equation (3.7) can at least provide an ansatz for the form of the transmission matrix for the species 2 defect -this is considered for the simplest new case, a
3 , in the next section.
In general it is expected that a species q 1 and a species q 2 defect should be able to fuse to form a species q 3 = q 1 + q 2 (mod h) defect 5 , so
where again β + γ = α and δ + = λ. If the ratios of the defect fusing couplings were known in general it would be possible to write all fundamental defect transmission matrices in terms of species 1 transmission matrices.
A new defect in a
(1) 3
In this section the defect fusing idea is applied to the case of a
3 , which is the ATFT with the lowest rank for which the fusing rules give a previously unconsidered defect. A transmission matrix is found for the species 2 defect.
Transmission matrix ansatz
As noted in section 3.2, the defect fusing equation (3.7), which gives the species 2 defect transmission matrix in terms of species 1 defect transmission matrices, appears to have limited use while the couplings {d β,γ } remain unknown. However, with the assumption that the couplings depend only on topological charge and not on rapidity, (3.7) can be used to get an ansatz for the species 2 defect T -matrix.
The 'ground state' species 1 defect transmission matrices in a ) relates to the likelihood of the soliton exchanging topological charge with the defect. The transmission matrix has a prefactor given by [23] 
Using this result for 1 1 T in (3.7) the ansatz for the transmission of a species 1 soliton through a species 2 defect, 1 2 T , obtained is
where the prefactor is
, while the functions {a ij (λ)} and {b ij (λ)} are unknown but depend only on the topological charges of the defect and soliton and not on the rapidities.
Note that (4.2) need only be given in terms of the species 1 soliton as, once a consistent solution has been found for 1 2 T , the transmission matrices for the other solitons must follow from the soliton fusing rules. In fact, soliton fusing can be used to constrain the form of a ij (λ) and b ij (λ) since the topological charge of the species 2 soliton can be formed in two ways, but the constraints obtained are just a subset of those arising from the triangle relations (4.3).
Constraining the T -matrix
Two types of constraint are used in this paper to determine the T -matrix (4.2). The first is a form of Yang-Baxter equation for two solitons and a defect, known as the triangle relations
where m, n and β are summed over. the triangle relations were previously used by Corrigan and Zambon to find T -matrices for other defects [25, 23, 24] though quantum group methods can also be used [24] . The triangle relations do not constrain the prefactor g 2 (θ − η) but this is not an issue here as it's already fully determined by the fusing rules and previous results [23] .
The second method to constrain the T -matrix uses the crossing and unitarity conditions. The unitarity condition is [25, 23] 
whereT is the transmission matrix for a soliton moving right-to-left through the defect. In analogy to the species 2 soliton, it is expected that the species 2 defect of a (1) 3 is self-conjugate, in that its anti-defect is another species 2 defect with opposite topological charge, so there will be a crossing relation
These crossing and unitarity relations combine to give
Note that (4.4) can be interpreted as a description of the transmission of a soliton through a (species 2) defect immediately followed by transmission through an anti-defect, the combined effect being trivial.
The triangle relations (4.3) and crossing-unitarity relations (4.4) are used in appendix A to constrain (4.2).
Solutions
Two solutions are found in appendix A which satisfy (4.3) and (4.4). These, written in their most symmetric form, are
and
Rescaling and unitary transformations are considered in appendix B but no inequivalent solutions are found. There is no indication here that one of (4.5) and (4.6) should be favoured as the solution, further analysis will be required to determine whether or not both solutions should be considered as valid.
Discussion

Conclusions
This paper has made the case for the existence of defect fusing rules in the a (1) r ATFTs. When defects are approached as being a kind of particle the possibility of defect fusing rules is an issue which must be addressed. Reasons to view defects as particles include: the existence of anti-defects, energy-momentum being associated to defects and the observation that certain defects can mimic solitons.
The main result of the paper is the application of the defect fusing rule idea at the quantum level to find a new transmission matrix in a (1) 3 . The fusing rule idea naturally identifies this as a transmission matrix for the hitherto unconsidered species 2 defect.
Outlook
The existence of defect fusing rules allows for a more systematic study of affine Toda defects in the future. A step in systematising the process is the examination of (3.7) in the a (1) 2 case, where both the species 1 and species 2 transmission matrices are known. In that case (3.7) reduces to a set of equations to determine the ratios of the defect fusing couplings.
In the absence of the coupling ratios new transmission matrices can be found on a case-bycase basis. The most similar case to the species 2 defect of a (1) 3 found in this paper is the species 3 defect of a (1) 5 , which is also expected to be self-conjugate. Similar conditions for the transmission matrices for this defect can be found to those in appendix A but they are significantly more complicated to solve.
Whilst no integrable defects have been found for simply laced ATFTs other than the a (1) r series, defect fusing rules mean that progress can be made once the 'basic' defects are found. Coupled to the idea of folding defect configurations [16] , defect fusing rules should allow contact with all defects in all of the ATFTs.
Defect fusing rules could also play a part in the study of defect-defect scattering. Provided a scattering matrix can be found for the interaction of two species 1 defects in a (1) r , the fusing rules could be used to generate the scattering matrices of other defect species.
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A Solving the T -matrix constraints
In this section the T -matrix constraints (4.3) and (4.4) are used on the species 2 defect ansatz (4.2) to get the solutions (4.5) and (4.6).
The first set of constraints is the triangle relations (4.3)
where m and n are summed over on both sides 6 . As well as the ansatz (4.2) for 1 2 T , the S-matrix between two species 1 solitons is used. It is given by [25] 
= e γ(θ 1 −θ 2 ) and again Q = −e iπγ with γ = 4π β 2 − 1. The prefactor ρ(θ 1 − θ 2 ) is immaterial to this discussion as it appears as a common factor on both sides of (4.3) -an expression for ρ(θ) can be found in [25] . The triangle relations in this case are a set of 4 4 = 256 conditions but most of these are trivially satisfied, there are 28 non-trivial conditions which are:
It is a difficult task to use the triangle relations alone to determine the solution to (4.2);
fortunately the self-conjugate property of the species 2 defect gives additional constraints via the crossing unitarity conditions (4.4)
Note that the prefactor of (4.2) obeys
which is significant in the diagonal terms of (4.4). The crossing-unitarity conditions are
there are now enough conditions to solve for {a ij (λ)} and {b ij (λ)} with one approach given here. note that (B ) are the only conditions which linearly relates unknowns so (B ) is a good place to start.
Solution method
Examination of (B ) reveals that
whereã ij (λ) =ã ij (−λ − α i−1 ), so ifã ij contains a term proportional to Q λ·Y then it must also contain a term proportional to Q −λ·Y . Now consider (A ). It would appear to be difficult to realise the likes of b 31 (λ) = 
It is clear then that X 13 = X 31 while B 13 B 31 = 1, etc. A choice is made here to make the solution simple, which is that each prefactor is set to unity. The scaling of the b ij s (and a ij s) is investigated in appendix B. This choice then means that b 13 (λ) = b 31 (λ) and b 24 (λ) = b 42 (λ).
At this juncture (E) and (D), with the above identifications gives b ij (λ + 2α k + 2α k+1 ) = b ij (λ) for any k modulo 4. Given the assumptions made about the form of b ij , The λ dependence is entirely in the exponent of Q so there is no mechanism that will give minus signs and so
A consequence of the above is then that
with a and b constants. 
Assuming that all of the λ dependence inã ij (λ) is in the exponent of powers of Q the conditions of (B), (F ) and (G) givẽ
The combination of the above conditions with (B ) implies that
Sinceã 32 obeys the same conditions asã 14 whileã 43 obeys the same conditions asã 21 . It is reasonable then to make the assumption that, up to a multiplicative factor,
something which is consistent with the conditions (C). With this identification b ij (λ) can now be fully determined using (C ). The first equation of (C ) reduces to
and so the conclusion is that a = b = − 1 2 . The other terms in (C ) all agree with this identification, so
The remaining conditions (A) and (D ) can be shown to be equivalent via use of (B ). These inhomogeneous equations and the constraints previously found onã ij (λ) suggest ansätze of the formã where either the upper sign is taken for everyã ij or the lower sign is taken for everyã ij .
B Rescaling and unitary transformations Rescaling symmetry
Freedom to rescale the quantities {a ij (λ)} and {b ij (λ)} can be seen in the conditions of appendix A in the triangle relations (A) -(G) and the crossing-unitarity relations (A ) -(D ).
Labelling the scaling by a ij (λ) → A ij a ij (λ) and b ij (λ) → B ij b ij (λ) with {A ij } and {B ij } sets of constants, the solutions (4.5) and (4.6) correspond to having A ij = B ij = 1 in all cases.
Most of the conditions in appendix A do not restrict the scaling as they are homogeneous, in that both sides of the equality are scaled by the same quantities. The conditions which do restrict the scaling are (A), (A ), (C ) and (D ) with both (A) and (D ) giving which is consistent with (C ). There is just one more constraint which comes from (A ) which is that
Notable is that the triangle relations do not enforce the above constraint. It is clear that there are just three independent parameters that allow solutions to be rescaled consistently with both the triangle relations (4.3) and the crossing-unitarity relations (4.4).
Unitary transformations
A further freedom in the solution comes from taking a diagonal unitary transformation T → U T U † . In order for the triangle relations to still hold the unitary transformations considered should depend only on the defect topological charge and not on the soliton topological charge. In order to change the actual charge dependence of the T -matrix the unitary transformation should depend quadratically on the the defect topological charge, so such a transformation matrix has the form
with c a real parameter. The effect of this unitary transformation is that the diagonal terms in the T -matrix are unchanged while 
